Opportunities

Views to downtown

Existing courtyard with Honey locusts

Site Issues

Existing gravel play field

Access off 29th Ave.

Access off Dunkeld Place

Neighborhood Facts

School Demographics
Process

1. access / connection to community
2. journey concept
3. the journey and application of skills in life
4. elementary farm giving
Materiality
- columnar Hornbeam trees
- asphalt with concrete bands
- asphalt with concrete bands
- shade trees

Educational Components
- Colorado and world maps
- Bilingual quotes on seat walls
- Multiplication tables in checker boards
- Four-square

Ve enlargements
- Courtyard view into zocalo
- Vegetable garden
- 4 x 6 raised beds
- Compost
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mounded tuff play and seating area

terraced synthetic turf seating area

seating area with marble, sandstone, and granite inlays. Colorado animal footprints sandblasted into concrete.

mounded planting beds with lavender (scent), rosemary (taste), little blue stem (sound), rustic logs (touch). Musical elements also create sound and a learning experience.

shade structure will be made of steel and mimic entry feature designs created in collaboration with a local architect.